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Harnessing the power  
of data science in the  
service of humanity.   



 12,000+ Community Members Worldwide
6 Chapters in 5 Countries 

Chapter Applications from 40+ Global Cities 
153 Events Around the World 

Volunteer Sign-ups from 98 Countries 

165+ Projects Completed 
135+ Organizations Helped 

81,000+ Hours Donated 
$7M+ Pro Bono Services Delivered 



WHAT WE’VE  
ACCOMPLISHED 

TO DATE



Identify opportunities 
for data science 
to make an impact
in the resilience space





We want to _____[analysis]____ 

Using _____________[data]______ 

So that __________[behavior change]____ 

So that ___________[impact]_____.   



We want to leverage machine learning algorithms 

Using open resilience data 

So that decisions are data-driven 

So that communities are more resilient to climate change.   











DataDive 

DataCorps 

DataKind Labs 



Geospatially Targeted  
Information for  
Emergency Events
 

 






Ecosystem 
of Partners: 
+  TAHMO

+  UNMA

+  Airtel

+  CHAI
VLR 
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of Partners: 
+  TAHMO

+  UNMA
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Geospatially Targeted  
Information for  
Emergency Events
 

Partner’s weather 
stations and 

scientists enable 
more accurate 
predictions of 

adverse weather

DataKind applies 
machine learning 
to discover “next 
best move” for 

those at risk 

Partner ensures 
those at risk are 

more receptive to 
early warning 
recommend-

ations

The population is 
more resilient to 
natural disasters 
because of better 
information and 
communication
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+ Scope complete solutions
+ Identify data sources and 

data scientists
+  Partner with experts


+ Solutions adopted by 
the sector

+ Impact maximized
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Lessons Learned 1

Build a  
sustainable system 

“...trust is eroded when solution that 
once proved beneficial is not 
responsibly maintained…”



Lessons Learned 2

Capture the  
local context 

“...people make the choices they do 
for specific reasons and solutions 
must be sensitive to those reasons…”



Lessons Learned 3

Evangelize  
data science 

“...if one speaks of data for resilience, 
they are referring to measurement 
and evaluation…”



An ecosystem of 
partners to take on 
known vulnerabilities 


